On the effect of crustal layering on ring-fault initiation and the formation of collapse calderas
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A B S T R A C T

Collapse calderas can be attributed to subsidence of the magma chamber roof along bounding sub-vertical normal faults (ring-faults) after a decompression of the magma chamber. It has previously been shown that for ring-faults to initiate, and thus facilitate collapse, the stress field both at the surface and around the magma chamber must satisfy specific critical conditions. Here, we present new numerical models that use a Finite Element Method to investigate the effects of crustal layering on local stress field distribution. Results are compared with existing criteria for ring-fault initiation. Different subsurface scenarios were simulated by varying the stiffness (Young’s modulus) of layers placed above the magma chamber, and the host rock in which the chamber is seated. We consider depressurisation of a magma chamber, so as to simulate magma withdrawal. Results indicate that mechanical layering is a further first-order variable in the rare achievement of stress conditions required for ring-fault formation, and may be influential in facilitating or inhibiting caldera collapse. We show that for a given geometrical set-up, the magnitude and position of maximum tensional stress at the Earth’s surface are influenced by the occurrence and relative distribution of mechanically stiff or soft lithologies above the magma chamber. For example, tensional stress at surface may be reduced by the presence of stiff layers (e.g. lavas), or increased by soft layers (e.g. pyroclastic units) compared to generic simulations using a homogeneous background medium. Overall we find that the presence of mechanically soft material promotes surface fracture initiation. In addition we suggest that the position of peak tensional stress at surface derived by the numerical models does not represent that related to the position of the bounding ring-fault, but is instead related to the position of initial tensional fractures appearing prior to the collapse faults.

1. Introduction

 Collapse calderas are associated with some of the largest and most violent and destructive volcanic eruptions on Earth. They also possess a destructive potential, there are still many aspects of their formation that are poorly understood. Significant contributions to the understanding of caldera mechanisms are offered by field studies (e.g. Lipman, 1997) and geophysical investigations (Aprea et al., 2002; Steck and Prothero, 1994). The interested reader is also referred to Martí et al. (2008) for a recent review of different strands of investigations relating to caldera volcanism. Most collapse calderas can be attributed to subsidence of the magma chamber roof along bounding sub-vertical normal faults (ring-faults) after a decompression of the magma chamber is induced by eruption (e.g. Williams, 1941; Druitt and Sparks, 1984; Lipman, 1997).

 Most of the existing mathematical models focusing on the stress conditions leading to ring-fault formation have been carried out assuming a homogeneous and isotropic host rock (e.g. Gudmundsson et al., 1997; Gudmundsson, 1998; Folch and Martí, 2004). This is however accepted to be a poor approximation to a natural system, in which heterogeneities exist, with different rock units both above and hosting the magma chamber comprising different materials with different mechanical properties (Fig. 1). For example, composite volcanoes and rift zones are generally composed of layers of predominantly pyroclastic rocks and lava flows, which commonly have highly contrasting mechanical stiffnesses (and thus contrasting Young’s moduli (E)). Laboratory and in-situ measurements indicate that pyroclastic layers tend to be soft, with E as low as 0.05–0.1 GPa, whereas...
lava flows are normally stiff, with some basalts and gabbros having $E$ as high as 110–130 GPa (Bell, 2000; Gudmundsson and Brenner, 2005; Gudmundsson and Philipp, 2006 and references therein). Such mechanical heterogeneities in crustal rocks can influence the distribution of stress concentrations around the magma chamber and consequently fracture propagation and ring-fault development (e.g. Gudmundsson and Brenner, 2005; Gudmundsson and Philipp, 2006; Gudmundsson, 2007).

In the present paper we investigate stresses in a layered crust above a shallow magma chamber subject to underpressure. The models are focused on investigating how the mechanical properties of subsurface strata (Young’s modulus/density/thickness/order of layers) may affect stress field distributions (tensile and shear) and how these in turn affect the likelihood of ring-fault formation. Each mechanical layer is considered to be homogeneous and isotropic, whilst the model as a whole can be considered anisotropic or transversely isotropic, as is typical of many layered rock bodies (e.g. Goodman, 1989; Hudson and Harrison, 1997). For simplicity, the models simulate horizontal layering and flat surface topography, although it is recognised that calderas often form in regions of significant topographic relief with dipping and/or folded strata making up the volcanic edifice. Our goal is to find out which mechanical configurations favour the stress-field conditions required for the initiation of ring-fault formation, and therefore caldera collapse.

2. Procedure

2.1. Geometrical setting and boundary conditions

To test the proposal that subsurface layering influences local stresses and therefore the generation of ring-faults, several numerical
runs with varying layered set-ups were made. Results were obtained using FEMFS, a code that solves elasticity problems using a Finite Element Method with nodal implementation (Codina and Folch, 2004).

The computational domain corresponds to an idealized cross-section of the upper crust which extends to a depth of 25 km below a flat surface and a lateral distance of 25 km (Fig. 2A). The sides and the bottom of each of the models are normal and parallel, respectively, to the top surface and are assigned as the arbitrary limits of the computational domain. We assume that during caldera collapse the surrounding crust behaves as a linearly homogeneous elastic material, within which an oblate magma chamber is modeled as a cavity. The magma chamber has a horizontal semi-axis $a$ (horizontal extension $2a$) and vertical semi-axis $b$ (vertical extension $2b$), and is located at depth $d$ below the Earth’s surface. For simplicity we assume axial symmetry, so that the orthogonal projection of the chamber at surface is a circle of radius $a$. The lateral and bottom computational margins are fixed so as to prescribe zero displacement, and the upper planar (Earth’s) surface is a free surface (i.e. traction free). The decompressing magma chamber is represented by imposing a uniform radial under-pressure ($-\Delta P$) of $-15$ MPa at the chamber walls, so as to simulate magma withdrawal. We chose this value to represent chamber underpressurisation deemed realistic to induce caldera formation as deduced by other investigations (e.g. Folch and Marti, 2004; Marti et al., 2000; Stix and Kobayashi, 2008; Geyer and Marti, 2009).

To simulate crustal layering seven layers of thickness $t$, where $t = d/10$, were placed above the magma chamber. The top of the uppermost layer is placed at a depth of $2t$, and a distance of $t$ is also maintained between the bottom layer and the top of the magma chamber (Fig. 2B). Different stratigraphic set-ups were created by changing the mechanical properties (Young’s modulus $E$, and density $\rho$) of the seven thinner beds above the magma chamber, and the remaining host rock, with each being given a value of $E = 18$ GPa and $\rho = 2200$ kg m$^{-3}$ (soft), $E = 45$ GPa and $\rho = 2500$ kg m$^{-3}$ (background value) or $E = 72$ GPa and $\rho = 2800$ kg m$^{-3}$ (stiff). Poisson’s coefficient ($\nu$) is kept constant, as it has been shown to have very little influence on results, and for all units $\nu = 0.25$, representing a typical Poisson’s ratio for both basalts and soft pyroclastic rocks (Bell, 2000). The property values ($E, \rho, \nu$) were chosen such as to be representative of contrasting mechanical stiffness while also being geologically plausible in order to obtain general constraints of the influence of crustal layering on ring fault initiation, rather than to study the influence of particular rock types in detail. However, the soft layers can be considered representative of pyroclastic or sedimentary deposits, the stiff layers representative of lava flows, and the background value of $E = 45$ GPa represents average crustal values at a few kilometres depth (Gudmundsson, 2006).

We assume that the initial stress field surrounding the magma chamber is purely lithostatic with $\sigma_1 = \sigma_2 = \sigma_3 = \rho g z$, where $\sigma_i$ ($i = 1, 2, 3$) stands for the principal stresses, $\rho$ is the mean density of the surrounding crust, $z$ is depth from the Earth’s surface and $g$ is the gravitational acceleration ($g = 9.81$ m s$^{-2}$). The Earth’s surface is here considered to be flat with no additional loading forces, so $\sigma_1 + \sigma_2 + \sigma_3 = 0$. It is important to note that the presence of topography, such as a volcanic edifice, would modify the stress distribution at surface affecting the conditions for caldera collapse (Pinel and Jaupart, 2005) and also the collapse symmetry, as shown by analogue models (Lavallée et al., 2004). The models also do not consider the influence of any pre-collapse fracturing or external regional tectonic stresses.

2.2. Stress field conditions for sub-vertical ring-fault formation

Numerical experiments have shown that for sub-vertical normal ring-faults to initiate, and so allow caldera collapse, the stress field around the magma chamber must satisfy three conditions simultaneously (Gudmundsson et al., 1997; Gudmundsson, 1998; Folch and Marti, 2004; Gudmundsson, 2007). These are: [C1] The minimum value of compressive stress ($\sigma_2$) that is the maximum tension, must occur at the Earth’s surface, [C2] The maximum value of shear stress ($\sigma_1 - \sigma_3$) must occur at the lateral margins of the magma chamber, and [C3] The maximum tension (minimum $\sigma_3$) at surface, must peak approximately above the lateral ends of the magma chamber. Folch and Marti (2004) further constrained this latter condition to be verified only when the minimum value of $\sigma_3$ peaks at a radial distance from the centre of the magma chamber, between $a - h_{\text{max}}$ and $a + h_{\text{max}}$ where $h_{\text{max}} = d \times \tan(\theta_{\text{crit}})$, and $\theta_{\text{crit}}$ is a critical angle in the range

![Fig. 2. A) Sketch of the computational domain showing the magma chamber. Boundary conditions have been illustrated, too. The models are axi-symmetric with rotation around the z-axis as indicated, so that the orthogonal projection of the chamber at surface is a circle of radius a. The magma chamber has an underpressure $\Delta P$ of $-15$ MPa imposed at the chamber walls. The Earth’s surface is treated as a free surface (i.e. traction free) and the computational margins are fixed (i.e. zero displacement). Additionally, displacement in the r-direction is fixed to zero along the axis of symmetry (z). The broken box in A) indicates that part of the model shown in B) and in subsequent figures 6–12. B) An oblate magma chamber with axis a (horizontal extension 2a), and b (vertical extension 2b) is placed at depth d below the Earth’s surface. Seven layers of thickness t (where t = d/10) are placed at depth 2t below the Earth’s surface. The magma chamber is subjected to under-pressure $\Delta P$ of $-15$ MPa, simulating decompression. As discussed in Section 2.2, the formation of sub-vertical normal ring-faults is encouraged if critical conditions [C1] to [C3] are simultaneously satisfied; that is when [C1] the absolute minimum of $\sigma_3$ is at the surface, [C2] the maximum shear stress concentrates at the margins of the magma chamber (as indicated in B), and [C3] the peak of minimum $\sigma_3$ occurs at a radial distance between $a - h_{\text{max}}$ and $a + h_{\text{max}}$ where $h_{\text{max}} = d \times \tan(\theta_{\text{crit}})$. (Figure modified after Folch and Marti (2004)).](image-url)
or lower than 10–15°, between the vertical and the line drawn from the magma chamber edge to the surface peak of minimum $\sigma_3$ (Fig. 2B).

Gudmundsson (1988a,b) and Folch and Marti (2004) additionally showed that the formation of ring-faults is governed by the shape/depth configuration of the magma chamber, which can be parameterised defining the dimensionless parameters (1) $e = a / b$ and (2) $\lambda = a / d$. This second shape/depth configuration can be alternatively considered as the roof aspect ratio of the magma chamber $R = d / 2a$, which is a measure of the thickness to width ratio of the chamber roof (Roche et al., 2000; Geyer et al., 2006; Scandone and Acocella, 2007).

2.3. Numerical method

To verify that the observed changes in stress distribution can be attributed to changes in the mechanical properties of the subsurface layers, rather than being due to changes in the model’s geometry, two sets of numerical models were run with different $R$ values maintained for each by changing either $a$ (magma chamber horizontal extension) or $d$ (magma chamber depth). This is in accordance with the observation of Folch and Marti (2004) that the $(R, e)$ pair determines the collapse regime and that there is a critical combination of $(R, e)$ that allows conditions [C1] to [C3] to be met, and thus initiate ring-fault formation. The first set of models kept the size of the magma chamber constant ($a = 2500$ m, $b = 750$ m) and changed its depth from $d = 1000$ m–5000 m deep, giving $R$ values of 0.2–1, respectively. The thickness of the overlying subsurface layers were also kept relative to the depth of the magma chamber so that $e = d / 10$. Magma chambers with $R < 1$ were chosen as previous studies indicate that such aspect ratios develop coherent piston-type collapse, whereas higher roof aspect ratios (e.g. $R \geq 1$: Roche et al., 2000; $R \geq 0.7$–0.85: Geyer et al., 2006; $R \geq 1.6$: Scandone and Acocella, 2007) form incoherent collapse. The second set of models kept depth constant at $d = 5000$ m and maintained the same set of $R$ values used in the first set of models by changing the length of $a$ accordingly, thus changing the ellipticity ($e$) of the chamber. Only oblate (sill-like) chambers were modelled ($e < 1$), since prolate ($e > 1$) chambers have been proposed to be unlikely to form ring-faults (e.g. Gudmundsson, 1988a,b, 2007; Gudmundsson et al., 1997; Folch and Marti, 2004).

3. Results

Several numerical models were run with different stratigraphic set-ups generated by varying the mechanical properties (Young’s modulus and density) of each of the thin crustal layers above the magma chamber. A homogenous setting, whereby the seven layers and the remaining host rock share the same mechanical properties, was also modelled as a reference against which to compare the other models. Only relevant results are exposed here.

We ran several different geometrical set-ups varying $R$, to confirm that the changes in stress distribution observed are due to the variations in layering in each of the models, and not the result of a shape/depth configuration control. We observed that decreasing $R$ increased the tensile stress ($\sigma_2$) at surface, and resulted in a much more focused distribution of stress, with peak tensile stress ($\sigma_3$) occurring closer to the surface-projection of the edge of the magma chamber and the critical distance dictated in [C3]. Conversely, magma chambers with higher $R$ values produced lower tensional stress at the surface, further from the critical distance necessary to initiate ring-faults (Fig. 3). These results are in agreement with previous observations (e.g. Folch and Marti, 2004).

In all our models the maximum tensile stress ($\sigma_2$) occurs at the Earth’s surface, thus satisfying critical condition [C1] (Fig. 4A) and the maximum shear stress ($\sigma_1 - \sigma_3$) occurs at the lateral margins of the magma chamber, thus satisfying condition [C2] (Fig. 4B). In addition, in all our models the surface expression of tensional stress ($\sigma_2$) forms a peak above the projected edge of the magma chamber, however in most models these peaks lie outside the critical distance defined by $a - h_{\text{max}}$ and $a + h_{\text{max}}$ (Folch and Marti, 2004), unless they have a very low $R$ value, representing unrealistic depth or width arrangements (either too shallow or too wide compared to what is seen in nature). Thus there is a geometrical control on satisfaction of condition [C3].

3.1. Homogeneous model

For the homogeneous models, the seven thin layers and remaining host rock share the same mechanical properties. For a given shape/depth configuration, the magnitude and distribution of tensional stress at surface remains constant, regardless of the mechanical properties of the host unit. This suggests that the surface variations in tensile stress ($\sigma_2$) observed in the following heterogeneous models (Section 3.2) are a direct result of the presence of layering, specifically the mechanical contrast between layers.

3.2. Heterogeneous models

3.2.1. Influence of changing the thickness of a stiff or soft layer

Models were generated to look at the effect of increasing the thickness of a stiff (72 GPa) or soft (18 GPa) layer placed near the surface, while a background value of 45 GPa comprises the remaining layers and host rock. The tensional stress ($\sigma_2$) recorded at the Earth’s surface for a stiff or soft layer of thickness 5 m and 7 m is shown in Fig. 5. The results reveal that the addition of a stiff layer will decrease the magnitude of tensional stress recorded at surface, and this stress is further reduced by increasing the thickness of the stiff layer. The opposite effect is observed for the addition of soft layers, with a thicker soft layer giving the greatest tensional stress at surface. The difference

Fig. 3. Principle tensile stress ($\sigma_2$) at the Earth’s surface plotted against radial distance from the centre of the magma chamber, for models with a homogeneous host rock and roof aspect ratio $R = 0.6$ and $R = 1$. Radial distance is normalised to chamber extension, i.e. the surface projection of the magma chamber margins occurs at dimensionless distance 1. The origin of coordinates is at the symmetry axis. For both models $a = 2500$ m and $b = 750$ m. For $R = 0.6$ the magma chamber is located at depth $d = 3000$ m, for $R = 1$ the magma chamber is located at depth $d = 5000$ m. The critical distances defined by condition [C3] for $\theta = 10°$ and $\theta = 15°$ are marked with dashed vertical lines in this figure and all subsequent figures. Note how for the lower roof aspect ratio ($R = 0.6$) the peak of minimum $\sigma_3$ is greater, more focused and occurs closer to the edge of the magma chamber. Neither scenario generates a peak of tensile stress within the critical distances defined by condition [C3].
in magnitude of $\sigma_3$ is less influenced by changing the thickness of a stiff layer, and is more pronounced with increasing numbers of soft layers. Thickening a stiff layer also has the effect of moving the peak of maximum tension (minimum $\sigma_3$) further from the edge of the magma chamber, and therefore further from the critical distance in which it would need to occur in order to satisfy condition [C3] according to Folch and Marti (2004), and conversely thickening a soft layer will move the peak of maximum tension closer to the edge of the magma chamber (Fig. 5). Though only slight, this shift in peak tensional stress towards or away from the magma chamber edge becomes more noticeable with increasing $R$ (i.e. deeper magma chambers or those with less horizontal extension).

![Diagram](image1.png)

**Fig. 4.** Contours illustrating stress field distributions around a magma chamber with $a = 2500$ m, $b = 750$ m, and $d = 3000$ m, so $R = 0.6$, after a magmatic decompression of $-15$ MPa. The magma chamber was located in a homogenous, isotropic host rock. Only the region of the computational domain around the magma chamber is shown. Stresses are given in Pa. A) Contours of tensile stress ($\sigma_3$) (lithostatic plus syn-eruptive variations), illustrating that condition [C1] here holds true, with the maximum tensile stress occurring at the Earth's surface. B) Contours of shear stress ($\sigma_1 - \sigma_3$), illustrating that condition [C2] here holds true, with the maximum shear stress occurring at the lateral margins of the magma chamber.

**Fig. 5.** Left: Principle tensile stress ($\sigma_3$) at the Earth’s surface plotted against radial distance from the centre of the magma chamber to show the effect of changing the thickness of a STIFF ($E = 72$ GPa) or SOFT ($E = 18$ GPa) layer above the magma chamber. Values for a homogeneous host rock, of stiffness $E = 45$ GPa, are also plotted with a bold line for comparison. Magma chamber with $a = 2500$ m, $b = 750$ m, and $d = 3000$ m, so $R = 0.6$, after a magmatic decompression of $-15$ MPa. Radial distance is normalised to chamber extension, i.e. the surface projection of the magma chamber margins occurs at dimensionless distance 1. The origin of coordinates is at the symmetry axis. The critical distances defined by condition [C3] for $\theta = 10^\circ$ and $\theta = 15^\circ$ are marked with dashed vertical lines. Right: Images depicting the different layering scenarios plotted. Note that increasing the thickness of a STIFF layer decreases tensile stress at surface, and moves the peak of $\sigma_3$ further from the magma chamber edge, while increasing the thickness of a SOFT layer increases tensile stress and moves the peak of $\sigma_3$ closer to the edge of the magma chamber.
3.2.2. Changing the proportion of STIFF:SOFT layers and their vertical order

The mechanical properties of the seven thin crustal layers were then varied so as to generate ratios of 3:4r and 4:r3r for 72 GPa:18 GPa and 18 GPa:72 GPa, with 45 GPa comprising the remaining host rock (Fig. 6). For both 72 GPa:18 GPa and 18 GPa:72 GPa ratios, increasing the proportion (thickness) of soft layers results in greater tensile stress at the surface. The vertical order of the layers also influences the magnitude of tensile stress: having a soft layer beneath a stiff layer, or viewed alternatively as placing the soft layer closer to the top of the magma chamber, will generate greater tension at surface than the same thickness of soft material placed above a stiff layer.

It is also observed that for any given stiff:soft ratio with x-many stiff layers at the top, the resulting tensile stress at the surface is greater and peaks closer to the magma chamber edges, than models with the same number and position of stiff layers with all remaining units as 45 GPa. Similarly for any given soft:stiff ratio, the surface tension is lower and peaks further from the critical distance with the addition of stiff layers compared to a 45 GPa background. This suggests that in general the addition of softer units will generate a tensile stress field at surface that is more favourable to ring-fault initiation and therefore caldera collapse.

3.2.3. Changing the depth of a stiff or soft layer

A stiff or soft layer with thickness 3t was placed at varying depths in the subsurface, whilst maintaining a background stiffness of 45 GPa in all other units (Fig. 7). It was found that increasing the depth of a stiff layer, so as to place it closer to the top of the magma chamber, reduces the magnitude of tensile stress at the Earth’s surface, whilst placing a soft layer at greater depths gives greater tension at the Earth’s surface. Varying the depth of a soft layer is more influential in altering the degree of tensional stress at surface than the placement of a stiff layer.

3.2.4. Changing the depth of a stiff or soft layer whilst a contrasting layer remains at the surface

Models were then run with either a stiff or soft layer of thickness 2t placed near the surface, whilst a 2t thick layer of contrasting stiffness was placed at varying depths below (Fig. 8). In all of these models the number and proportion of stiff and soft layers remains the same, with each comprising a total thickness of 2t in each model. All other layers and the remaining host rock were given a background value of 45 GPa. Regardless of the vertical order of layers (i.e. stiff above soft or soft above stiff) the deeper a layer is placed the greater the magnitude of tensional stress generated at the surface. However, changing the depth of a stiff layer below a soft layer (Fig. 8) makes very little difference to the magnitude of tensional stress at the surface, particularly when compared with the variation induced by deepening a soft layer below a stiff layer (Fig. 8). Furthermore, placing a soft layer below a stiff layer, regardless of the depth configuration, will produce greater tension at the Earth’s surface compared with a homogeneous model, whilst conversely a stiff layer located below a soft layer will always generate less tension at the surface. This magnitude variation in peak stress is more apparent for magma chambers of greater ellipticity (increasing e). These observations therefore suggest that for a given proportion of stiff to soft layers, the order of layers is the key factor controlling the magnitude of tensional stress at the surface. The results concur with those models that change the ratio of stiff:soft layers (Section 3.2.2). It is also observed that the position of the peak tensional stress varies laterally with the different stratigraphic setups.

![Diagram of changing the proportion of STIFF:SOFT layers](image)

**Fig. 6.** Left: Principle tensile stress ($\sigma_3$) at the Earth’s surface plotted against radial distance from the centre of the magma chamber to show the effect of changing the proportion of STIFF (72 GPa) to SOFT (18 GPa) layers above the magma chamber. Values for a homogeneous host rock, of stiffness 45 GPa, are also plotted with a bold line for comparison. Magma chamber with $a = 2500$ m, $b = 750$ m, and $d = 3000$ m, so $R = 0.6$, after a magmatic decompression of $-15$ MPa. Radial distance is normalised to chamber extension, i.e. the surface projection of the magma chamber margins occurs at dimensionless distance 1. The origin of coordinates is at the symmetry axis. The critical distances defined by condition [C3] for $\theta = 10^\circ$ and $\theta = 15^\circ$ are marked with dashed vertical lines. Right: Images depicting the different layering scenarios plotted. Note that increasing the proportion of STIFF layers decreases tensile stress at surface, while increasing the proportion of SOFT layer increases it. Placing a soft layer below a stiff layer will generate greater tensional stress at surface than a homogeneous host rock or a stiff layer placed below a soft layer.
Effect of changing the depth of a STIFF or SOFT layer

Fig. 7. Left: Principle tensile stress ($\sigma_3$) at the Earth's surface plotted against radial distance from the centre of the magma chamber to show the effect of changing the depth of a STIFF (72 GPa) or SOFT (18 GPa) layer above the magma chamber. Values for a homogeneous host rock, of stiffness 45 GPa, are also plotted with a bold line for comparison. Magma chamber with $a = 2500$ m, $b = 750$ m, and $d = 5000$ m, so $R = 1$, after a magmatic decompression of $-15$ MPa. Radial distance is normalised to chamber extension, i.e. the surface projection of the magma chamber margins occurs at dimensionless distance 1. The origin of coordinates is at the symmetry axis. The critical distances defined by condition [C3] for $\theta = 10^\circ$ and $\theta = 15^\circ$ are marked with dashed vertical lines. Right: Images depicting the different layering scenarios plotted. Note that increasing the depth of a STIFF layer decreases tensile stress at surface while increasing the depth of a SOFT layer increases tensile stress at surface.

Effect of changing the depth of a layer below a contrasting layer at surface

Fig. 8. Left: Principle tensile stress ($\sigma_3$) at the Earth's surface plotted against radial distance from the centre of the magma chamber to show the effect of changing the depth of a STIFF (72 GPa) or SOFT (18 GPa) layer below a shallow layer of contrasting stiffness. Values for a homogeneous host rock, of stiffness 45 GPa, are also plotted with a bold line for comparison. Magma chamber with $a = 2500$ m, $b = 750$ m, and $d = 5000$ m, so $R = 1$, after a magmatic decompression of $-15$ MPa. Radial distance is normalised to chamber extension, i.e. the surface projection of the magma chamber margins occurs at dimensionless distance 1. The origin of coordinates is at the symmetry axis. The critical distances defined by condition [C3] for $\theta = 10^\circ$ and $\theta = 15^\circ$ are marked with dashed vertical lines. Right: Images depicting the different layering scenarios plotted. Note that regardless of the vertical order of layers (i.e. stiff above soft or soft above stiff) the deeper a contrasting layer is placed the greater the magnitude of tensional stress generated at the surface. A soft layer below a stiff layer, regardless of the depth configuration, will produce greater tension at the Earth's surface compared with a homogeneous model. Conversely a stiff layer located below a soft layer will always generate less tension at the surface.
4. Discussion

4.1. Influence of layering on stress-field conditions and implications for ring-fault initiation

The results of the numerical models presented here indicate that varying the mechanical properties of crustal layers above a magma chamber influences the magnitude and distribution of tensional stress ($\sigma_3$) at the Earth’s surface (Fig. 9). The occurrence and relative distribution of mechanically different lithologies may therefore be influential in generating or inhibiting caldera collapse in otherwise favourable or unfavourable geometric settings, by either encouraging or discouraging the stress conditions required for the initiation of ring-faults. It is only the initiation of these ring-faults at the Earth’s surface that we focus on in this paper, and we do not consider the propagation of these faults between the magma chamber and the surface.

Overall it is shown that the presence and addition of mechanically soft layers will result in greater tensional stress at the Earth’s surface whilst the opposite is true for the occurrence of mechanically stiff layers (e.g. Fig. 5). This has important implications on the geological setting in which critical stress conditions for ring-fault initiation can be achieved. Volcanic terrains which include soft pyroclastic or sedimentary layers, such as is typical of intermediate-felsic volcanoes, are therefore more likely to generate the higher tensional stress conditions required to overcome the rock’s tensional strength, and thus facilitate brittle failure and the opening of a surface fracture, than a mechanically stiff, e.g. lava dominated, environment. This is supported by field evidence, with over twice as many collapse calderas associated with composite strato-cones than for basaltic shields and lava domes/flows combined (Geyer and Martí, 2008).

Ongoing activity may then act to further affect a chamber’s future collapse potential by depositing additional mechanically contrasting layers either at surface by eruption or at depth by intrusion. In this way a magma reservoir over time could achieve a more or less favourable configuration for ring-fault initiation and therefore collapse. A volcanic terrain that produces predominantly unconsolidated tephra

---

Fig. 9. Plot of maximum tensile stress (minimum $\sigma_3$) recorded at surface for each of the layering scenarios modelled. Stress values are normalised to those recorded for a homogeneous host rock, to illustrate the effect of layering. Those models plotted to the right of the homogeneous results (values >1) generate greater tension at surface, and those on the left (values <1) generate less tension at surface. In general those models generating less tension are those with STIFF layers present, and those generating more tension include SOFT layers.
and pyroclastic flow deposits will be increasing the thickness and proportion of mechanically soft layers above the magma chamber and therefore generating a configuration that is more propitious for the stress conditions required to initiate fractures at surface. Conversely the eruption of lava flows or domes could act to stiffen up the volcanic edifice, thus reducing the likelihood of the volcano reaching critical stress conditions and making it more difficult to generate a ring-fault. Similarly the intrusion of dykes and sills will add mechanical stiffness at depth, which has been shown here to decrease the magnitude of tensile stress at the surface (Fig. 7).

Evidence for this could be taken from chambers that fed multiple large explosive eruptions before eventually under-going a caldera-collapse during a climatic stage. Likewise, despite the eruption of a considerable volume of magma, caldera formation may be hindered if a reservoir has been predominantly feeding the emplacement of mechanically stiff material or is embedded in mature crust without longstanding volcanism and significant deposition of mechanically soft volcanic rocks. The 1600 AD non-caldera forming eruption of 12 km³ (DRE) of dacite magma at Volcán Huaynaputina would fit the latter criteria (Lavallée et al., 2006), whereas conditions for caldera formation might have been more favourable during the evolution of the Southern Rocky Mountain volcanic field (Lipman, 2007).

The relative order of lithologies is also shown here to be important in the transfer of tensile stress to the Earth’s surface. A soft layer located below a mechanically stiffer layer will generate greater tensile stress at the Earth’s surface than the opposite scenario (Figs. 6 and 8). In this way even if lavas were erupted so as to increase the proportion of mechanically stiff material above the magma chamber, if a sequence of soft, e.g. pyroclastic, material exists between it and the magma chamber, the tensional stress at surface could still be favourable to the conditions required for ring-fault initiation. This concept would also apply to the addition of soft pyroclastic material at surface above stiff lava, whereby the same relative proportions of stiff/soft material may exist as with the previous example, but the tensional stress at surface will be lower by virtue of the stiff material occurring deeper and so closer to the top of the magma chamber. In both circumstances, the greater the vertical distance between mechanically contrasting layers the greater the tensional stress appears to be at the surface. This observation is most significant for the deep intrusion of stiff sills below soft layers at surface.

It appears that knowledge of the pre-caldera subsurface lithology could prove crucial in understanding caldera collapse, particularly if wishing to forecast future collapse potential from current or ongoing activity. Such information may be obtained from borehole data or field observations. For example, from our results, of the two stratigraphic columns shown in Fig. 1, the Phlegrean Fields (log 1A) would likely generate greater tensile stress at the surface than the sequences displayed for Hawai i (log 1B) due to the presence of soft tuff layers. The Hawaiian stratigraphic column is composed entirely of stiff lavas and so would generate lower magnitudes of tensile stress at the surface, thus reducing the likelihood of fracture initiation at the surface.

It must be noted here that the propagation of ring-faults is not investigated in this paper. We are not assessing whether a particular lithological configuration will or will not undergo caldera collapse, but instead investigate how different mechanical arrangements could favour or inhibit the stress conditions required for tensional failure to occur, and thus facilitate the formation of ring-faults at the surface.

Gudmundsson (2006, 2007) discusses the need for stress-field homogenisation, i.e. the alignment of stresses between layers so as to allow the trajectory of failure to continue without arrest, for a fault to successfully propagate between the magma chamber and the Earth’s surface. Such stress-field homogenisation is more likely to be achieved through layers of similar mechanical properties, and for this reason he proposes that ring-faults and subsequent caldera collapse are more likely to occur in volcanic edifices composed of similar rather than contrasting materials, with a greater frequency of collapse events in basaltic shields compared with composite edifices. While the concept that for fault-tip propagation to occur the most encouraging situation would be one in which the edifice is composed of similar mechanical properties (e.g. Gudmundsson, 2009) is not under dispute, the results of this current paper do however suggest that the initiation of a fracture (e.g. ring-fault) at surface is likely more achievable in an edifice composed of contrasting mechanical layers, particularly those comprising soft layers such as a composite volcano, due to the higher magnitude of tensile stress expressed at the surface. Furthermore, these frequencies are backed up in nature with most calderas associated with strato-volcanoes (Geyer and Martí, 2008).

Mechanically contrasting layers may also dramatically change the attitude of a fault as it propagates through differing lithologies due to elastic mismatch favouring fracture deflection, and this may be important in the overall attitude of the generation of a normal-type ring-fault. However, the results of our models additionally show that overall the position of fracture initiation at the surface changes very little even for greatly varying stratigraphic configurations. There does however appear to be a greater lateral shift in the position of peak tensional stress for magma chambers with higher roof aspect ratios. Numerical models of homogeneous settings have previously shown that magma chambers with either higher roof aspect ratios (R) or less oblate geometries (low e) are less likely to form peak tensional surface stress within the critical distance for ring-fault initiation in [C3] (Folch and Marti, 2004; Gudmundsson, 2007). This lateral shift induced by different stratigraphic properties could therefore prove influential in generating or inhibiting caldera collapse in otherwise unfavourable geometric conditions.

4.2. Considerations regarding local stress field conditions for ring fault initiation

Previous studies have proposed that for a collapse caldera controlling ring fault to initiate, the local stress field around the magmatic system must simultaneously satisfy three specific criteria (conditions C1–C3) as described in Section 2.2. Several published investigations into which geometrical configurations are required in order to generate this ‘ideal’ stress field propitious to ring-fault formation, by deflation of the magma chamber, have shown that to achieve this proper stress state is not trivial and only a few restricted geometric configurations may be potential caldera-forming systems. In particular, it is condition [C3] that is the most difficult to satisfy.

As we can observe here from our own results, the stress field related to the geometrical and stratigraphic configuration used exhibits maximum tensional stress at the surface (Fig. 4A) and maximum shear stress around the magma chamber margins (Fig. 4B), thus meeting critical conditions for ring-fault formation [C1] and [C2]. Furthermore, the tensional stress exceeds the tensional strength (τt) of the host rock and so overcomes the Griffith failure criteria (τt < −τf) and therefore facilitates the production of tensional fractures at the Earth’s surface. Likewise the shear stress around the magma chamber exceeds the shear strength (σs) of the host rock and so facilitates shear failure at the magma chamber boundaries, by overcoming the Mohr–Coulomb shear failure criteria (σf ≤ σr ≥ σs). However, none of the models meet condition [C3]. Even with the most advantageous stratigraphic set-up the position of maximum tensional stress at surface does not occur within the critical distance, defined as between a = hmax and a + hmax, by Folch and Marti (2004), despite the magma chambers used here having realistic dimensions and depths (R = 0.6, e = 3.33, a = 2.5 km, d = 3 km). Only models with very low R and high e values, will produce a peak in tensile stress inside this critical distance range. There is therefore a definite geometrical control on satisfaction of condition [C3] and one that is clearly not consistently met in nature. Available data (e.g. Geyer et al., 2006; Geyer and Martí, 2008) show that not all caldera systems strictly fit these geometrical conditions (e.g. Ceboruco, Jafa Pumice, Browne and Gardiner, 2004; Vesuvius, Pompeii Pumice, Macedonio et al., 1994) and yet still achieve ring-fault formation.
Fig. 10. Results obtained with experiment E-5 of Geyer et al., 2006. The experiment uses dry quartz sand and a water-filled latex balloon as host rock and magma chamber analogue, respectively. White and coloured layers of analogue material with equal physical properties stripe at regular depth intervals. The balloon is buried at a lateral wall of the box and has a tube connected to it. The unblocking of the tube allows water to flow out inducing a gradual deflation of the balloon that leads to the collapse of the overlying structure. The temporal evolution of the phenomenon is recorded by a video camera (see Fig. 1, Geyer et al., 2006 for more details). A) Scheme of surface fractures inferred from photographs. Numbers indicate the order of appearance of the corresponding fracture segment. Plane view observations allow us to define two different regions at surface: a non-deformed central area (N) and an annular zone of flexure and extension encircling the former. This external region can be subdivided, in turn, into a zone where strata are tilted towards the depression (T) and a horizontal area with extensive surface fractures (E). Surface fractures are clearly visible at the extensional zone. Black broken lines indicate the fractures that will evolve into vertical or sub-vertical ring faults and will delimit the piston subsidence during the last stages. (Modified from Geyer et al. (2006).) B) Different shots of the caldera collapse process. Additionally, the removed volume fraction f (volume of extruded magma/total volume of the magma chamber) is indicated in each photograph. White numbers, in concordance with those of Fig. 2, indicate the order of appearance of fractures at surface. (Modified from Geyer et al. (2006).)
facilitating collapse. From this apparent contradiction we infer that the results from numerical models may have been misinterpreted.

Analogue experiments of evacuating magma chambers record superficial tensional fractures occurring just at the beginning of the subsidence processes and far away from the central collapse area (e.g. Geyer et al., 2006) (Fig. 10). These primary tensional faults appear before the initiation of the bounding normal ring-faults which facilitate roof collapse. Since the numerical models used in this and previous papers use elasticity to model the host rock in which the magma chamber is situated, they record only the first instantaneous stress response of the rock to the magma chamber deflation. The question is whether this initial point of maximum tensile stress at surface corresponds to the one related to the formation of the bounding ring faults (within the critical distance of [C3]) as suggested by previous authors (e.g. Gudmundsson, 1998; Folch and Marti, 2004), or not. Contrary to prior interpretations, we suggest that the peak tensional stress recorded at surface by the numerical models is instead related to the position of initial tensional fractures appearing prior to the collapse caldera controlling faults, as seen in analogue experiments.

Therefore while the three critical conditions [C1–C3] for ring fault initiation (see Section 2.2) are in good agreement with rock mechanics principles and evidence from field observations and analogue experiments for the formation and position of the bounding sub-vertical ring-faults, the critical distance defined in [C3] cannot be applied to the results of numerical models implementing elasticity such as those presented here and in previous works (e.g. Gudmundsson, 1998; Folch and Marti, 2004). Satisfaction of conditions [C1] and [C2] is still crucial for the formation of all caldera-related faults or fractures, and results from additional investigations into this are part of a separate communication.

Despite the abovementioned observations, the results of this study are still highly relevant in illustrating how mechanical layering affects the tensional stress-field at the Earth’s surface, which has important implications for the initiation of all surface fractures and faults related to caldera collapse.

5. Summary and conclusions

Numerical models looking at the stress-field distribution created by a magma chamber subjected to under-pressure were carried out to investigate the effects of mechanical layering in influencing the initiation of normal faulting required for the generation of caldera collapse. The mechanical properties of seven thin crustal layers placed above the magma chamber were varied in order to generate different stratigraphic configurations. Models simulating a homogeneous host rock were also run as a reference.

Our results indicate that the physical properties of the overlying substrata above a decompressing magma chamber can influence the magnitude, and to a lesser extent the position, of tensional stress occurring at the Earth’s surface and thus can encourage or discourage satisfaction of critical conditions required for ring-fault initiation, specifically [C1]: the maximum value of tensional stress must occur at the Earth’s surface, and [C3]: the maximum tensional stress at surface must peak approximately above the lateral ends of the magma chamber.

Overall, the addition of mechanically soft layers, such as pyroclastic deposits, will generate greater tensional stress at the surface and this stress is further increased by increasing the thickness of the soft material. Conversely the addition of mechanically stiff layers, such as lavas, will reduce surface tensional stress. Increasing the proportion of soft/stiff layers similarly results in greater tension at surface. For a given proportion of soft to stiff material the vertical order and depth of layers is also shown to be important. A soft layer located at greater depths will increase surface tension, whereas the deeper a stiff layer occurs, the less tension results at the Earth’s surface. Regardless of the depth configuration, a soft layer placed below a stiff layer will produce greater tension at the Earth’s surface compared with a homogeneous model, whilst a stiff layer located below a soft layer will always generate less tension at the surface.

The results suggest that volcanic edifices that include layers of contrasting mechanical properties, particularly soft pyroclastic units, are more likely to form the critical stress conditions required for fracture/ring-fault initiation at surface. Edifices composed of predominantly stiff units, such as basaltic shields, are less likely to reach these conditions as also shown by field observations (e.g. Folch and Marti, 2004). Ongoing volcanic activity may act to further affect a volcano’s future collapse potential by depositing additional mechanically contrasting layers either at surface by eruption or at depth by intrusion. In this way a volcano over time could achieve a more or less favourable configuration for ring-fault initiation and therefore collapse.

A brief comparison between the results presented here and previous analogue models, suggests that the position of peak tensional stress at surface derived by the numerical models does not represent that related to the position of the bounding ring-fault, but is instead related to the position of initial tensional fractures appearing prior to the collapse faults.

Despite this observation, the results of this study are still highly relevant in illustrating how knowledge of crustal mechanical properties beneath a volcano is therefore vital for assessing the likelihood of future collapse, not least because mechanical layering represents a first-order variable in the rare achievement of ring-fault formation and caldera collapse.
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